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INTRODUCTION
ALSO, A NOTE ON ENCIPHERED HINTS

Welcome to this Walkthrough and Hint Compendium for The Fool and His Money! 
Here are a few quick notes before you set out into the book.

First of all, if you are playing the game and the Moon’s Map is a muddled mess, you 
will find little of use in this text. Everything that can help you is found in the First 
Part of this compendium [released as a separate volume].

This Compendium is divided into two main sections. In the first section, 
Walkthrough/Hints, the guide describes what there is to be done with the completed 
Moon’s Map. It covers what has changed on the map, as well as at each of the locations 
the Fool previously broke Bewitchments throughout his New Errand.
The section contains general advice on the types of challenges that are now unlocked, as 
well as hints, enciphered (using the code below) to make sure you don’t receive any 
more help than you want.

The second section of the Compendium, Answers, contains the answers to the new 
puzzles— but the answers are both enciphered, and out of order! You’ll need to refer to 
the walkthrough to learn what puzzle uses what answer.

(continued on next page)
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This is the key to the code used to encipher Hints and Answers. It is a simple code; A 
becomes N, B becomes O, and so on— and vice versa: N becomes A, O becomes B, etc.

     An example: A FOOL IS A SAGE THAT HAS BEEN ROBBED
would become: N SBBY VF N FNTR GUNG UNF ORRA EBOORQ.

This code is often known as ROT-13, and there are several tools on the Internet that can 
help unscramble lengthy quotations. Not coincidentally, many of the hints in this guide 
happen to be lengthy quotations. Getting decryption help is advised.

One more thing: before you go to decode a hint or decipher an answer, think on 
whether you’re stuck enough to need it. This guide is full of help, but it’ll always feel 
more rewarding if you solve the Bewitchments by yourself.

Good luck, and happy puzzling!
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Section 1:
HINTS & WALKTHROUGH



The Moon’s Map

The Moon’s Map shimmers as it’s complete. The Port of the Pentacles, and its 
inhabitants, stand revealed. Now, the Fool must help them as he solves his greatest 
challenge yet. 

The Multifarious Map

Once the Moon’s Map is complete, the map tiles will change. Most will get a large, 
blatant letter next to them; a few will not. All in all, there will be three types of tile:

1. Letter Tiles - Tiles with a letter hold a person who is related in some way to one of the 
puzzles that start with the same letter. So, a R would be a person whose name heads 
up one of the Reminiscences, for example, or a L would be a person related to a 
Literal. (Exception: N tiles refer to kNowledges.)

Clicking on such a tile will lead into a further puzzle related to the person in question 
(whose name is usually displayed on the screen when the tile is chosen). Most of the 
following sections of this guide deal with solving the problems of these characters.
Clicking on the subtitle at the bottom of the Moon’s Map when a letter tile is selected 
will take you to the associated puzzle.
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2. Spirits - A few tiles will have no large letter, and the person upon them will say, “I am 
but a Spirit.” There are Seventeen of these poor souls; the Fool’s ultimate goal is to 
return their names unto them. How this is done is below.

3. Buckbee - The bottom center tile on the map, highlighted in the picture above, is 
Buckbee. He has a riddle to pose to the Fool, one that is instrumental in restoring the 
names of the Seventeen. An explanation follows.

What Should Be Done?

Each of the puzzles on the Moon’s Map will eventually, at the end of the trail, yield a 
single word: a Name. This Name must be placed in one of the seventeen columns of the 
Buckbee word square that appears over his map tile. 

Once a Name is correctly placed, it will lock in place. Upon returning to the map, all the 
associated letter map tiles will dim, indicating their troubles have been solved. 
Moreover, one of the former Spirits will now refer to themselves as the Name that the 
Fool just placed!

Ultimately, once all seventeen Names are set in place, the way to the final puzzle will be 
revealed.

Hints

For hints, answers, and general advice with all the puzzles of the Moon’s Map except 
Buckbee, turn to the section of this guide that caters to those puzzles.

For Buckbee’s new puzzle, consider: once you get a Name, there are only so many slots 
where it will fit. Try each and every one that is the correct length. 

Also: for Buckbee’s puzzle, the text that accompanies each column provides a hint as to 
either what belongs there, or how to alter the text from the puzzles so that a Name 
emerges. Read each column’s label carefully!

An index of tiles and their associated puzzles is on the next page.
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Index of Tiles
If you’re looking to match a puzzle with its map tile, or vice versa, this section should 
help. The tiles are arranged in the order their puzzles are encountered in the game.

Buckbee - page 4, 
in the Moon’s Map section

Curses - page 12

Horizontals - page 17

Junctions - page 20

Metamorphoses - page 24

Orchestrations - page 28

Auctions - page 10

Gridlocks - page 15

Inventories - page 18

Literals - page 22

Knowledges - page 26

Patchworks - page 30
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Quandaries - page 32

Scrambles - page 36

Umbrages - page 39

Wagers - page 42

Reminiscences - page 34

Tracers - page 37

Venditions - page 40

Yearnings - page 44

Zigzags - page 46
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The Word of a Bewitchment?

Before the Fool can unlock many puzzles, he must decipher their Word on the Moon’s 
Map! Here, this great mystery is explained.

What’s a Word, Anyway?

Many of the puzzles the Fool stumbles across on the newly reformed Moon’s Map are 
locked in a peculiar way. When the map tile is selected, a box will appear with the 
puzzle name associated with the tile (or, for some puzzles that have two Words, half the 
name). The instructions say simply, “Add the Correct Letters to Commence the 
Transformation.”

Once the correct letters have been added to the name (they will appear after it when 
typed), the box will change, allowing letters to be selected and swapped. The 
instructions will change to, “Rearrange the Letters to Complete the Transformation.” 
The goal is to anagram all the letters to create one, usually long, word.

Once this Word is made, there will be a drumroll. The box will vanish, and a message 
will appear at the bottom of the map, saying, “______ returns to the Kingdom of the 
________.” Click on this text to return to the main puzzle; it is now unlocked and ready 
to be solved further.

(Some puzzles have two Words, and this procedure will have to be done twice with 
both halves of the name before the puzzle unlocks.)

So What Letters Do I Use?

This is the crux of the mystery of Words. The answer is: it’s different for each puzzle, 
but any puzzle with a Word will have a hint that tells you which letters are key. Search 
in the text of each such puzzle for something that seems out of place, or like it has yet to 
hold a purpose. This may very well be what you’re seeking— once you decipher it, 
you’ll know what letters you need.
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Hints

These hints, taken in order, will help guide your search for the secret of Words.

1. At the end of any puzzle with an associated Word, there is a sentence or two that 
looks much like, “Christopher forgot the cipher.”

2. Each sentence has a name and an associated noun; the noun bayl hfrf yrggref sbhaq 
va gur anzr...

3. ...and then bayl fbzr bs gubfr yrggref.
4. If you compare gur yrggref va gur abha naq gur anzr, there will always be rkgen 

yrggref va gur anzr yrsg bire.

Answers

The secret to how Words work is at Answer #1.
For the Word(s) to an individual puzzle, see the section covering that puzzle.
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Auctions

The words are sold, but the Fool must revisit the four Auctions in search of clues 
towards a hidden Name. 

Leftover Letters!

To begin with, each Auction (represented by an ‘A’ tile on the Moon’s Map) must be 
unlocked with its Moon’s Map Word (see page 8) before anything else can take place. 
Augustine, the third Auction, has two Words. 

Once an Auction is unlocked, the customers will leave with their well-bought words. 
Only the Fool— and ten letters— will be left behind. Eight of the leftover letters must be 
arranged into a single word.

Hints

Word trouble? Here are some hints that will help. For every Auction, when picking your 
letters, bar yrggre sebz rnpu pbyhza will remain behind. In addition, each word can be 
oebxra vagb gjb sbhe-yrggre jbeqf (except for Augustine, juvpu oernxf qbja vagb n 
svir-yrggre jbeq naq n guerr-yrggre cersvk).

Agar
1. Gur jbeq unf gjb ibjryf, naq fgnegf jvgu F.
2. Bar ibjry tbrf va rnpu fznyyre jbeq. Lbh’yy yrnir gur N naq gur E oruvaq.
3. V orybatf va gur svefg fznyyre jbeq; B va gur frpbaq.
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Argyle
1. Gur jbeq hfrf nyy gur ibjryf, naq fgnegf jvgu C.
2. Bar ibjry tbrf va rnpu fznyyre jbeq. Gur Q naq A jvyy erznva jura lbh’er qbar.
3. H orybatf va gur svefg fznyyre jbeq.

Augustine
1. Gur jbeq unf guerr ibjryf, naq fgnegf jvgu Z.
2. Bar ibjry tbrf va gur cersvk, naq gjb va gur svir-yrggre jbeq. Bapr gur jbeq vf znqr, 

Y naq B jvyy or yrsg.
3. Gur svir-yrggre jbeq unf gur ibjryf R naq H.

Aldridge
1. Gur jbeq hfrf nyy gur ibjryf, naq ortvaf jvgu O.
2. Gur svefg fznyyre jbeq unf gjb ibjryf; gur frpbaq unf bar. U naq C jvyy abg or 

hfrq.
3. N orybatf va gur frpbaq fznyyre jbeq.

Leftover Leftovers?

Once each Auction’s eight-letter word has been unscrambled, the caption for its map tile 
will change. The new caption: “A_____ of (Kingdom) retrieves TWO.” 

To solve the mystery of the Auctions, you must take gur gjb yrggref erznvavat va rnpu 
Nhpgvba, then join them together as they are, and give the result to Buckbee.

Answers

Unlocking the Puzzles
The Moon’s Map Word for Agar is at Answer #28.
The Moon’s Map Word for Argyle is available in Answer #67.
The Moon’s Map Words for Augustine are found at Answer #24 and Answer #111.
The Moon’s Map Word for Aldridge is revealed in Answer #4.

Solving the Puzzles
The eight-letter word for Agar is shown in Answer #103.
The eight-letter word for Argyle is unearthed at Answer #77.
The eight-letter word for Augustine is in Answer #137.
Aldridge’s eight-letter word is shown at Answer #49.
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Curses

The duelists, farmers, and politicians seem to have all run out of arguments! Hanging in 
the sentences they leave behind is a clues towards another hidden Name.

From Arguments to Words

To begin with, each Curse (identified by a ‘C’ tile on the Moon’s Map) must be unlocked 
with its Moon’s Map Word (see page 8). Once a Curse is unlocked, the highlighted 
letters of each arguer’s sentence will shift position.

Once the highlighted letters have finished moving, clicking on them will harvest them 
into a scrambled set below the sentence. From there, the letters can be unscrambled into 
a single word. As each Curse has two people arguing, both people have their own 
sentence, own set of highlighted letters, and own unique word to unscramble.

Hints

For each Curse, both of the arguers’ words to decipher are nine letters long, and have no 
relation to one another. Hints for each word are below; try playing around with the 
word’s letters once you read the first hint, but before you try the second.

Caine - Upper Duelist
1. Gur jbeq ortvaf jvgu P, naq raqf jvgu G.
2. Gur jbeq unf fbzrguvat gb qb jvgu bar jub srryf ur pna eryl hcba uvzfrys.
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Caine - Lower Duelist
1. Gur jbeq ortvaf jvgu A, naq raqf jvgu R.
2. Gur jbeq eryngrf gb greevoyr qernzf.

Cutting - Left Farmer
1. Gur jbeq ortvaf jvgu U, naq raqf jvgu Z.
2. Gur jbeq unf fbzrguvat gb qb jvgu onq jrngure.

Cutting - Right Farmer
1. Gur jbeq ortvaf jvgu S, naq raqf jvgu A.
2. Gur jbeq eryngrf gb bar jub znxrf gurve yvivat sebz gur frn.

Crichton - Left Priest
1. Gur jbeq ortvaf jvgu P, naq raqf jvgu Q.
2. Gur jbeq eryngrf gb n snezre, fgnevat bhg ng shyy nperf.

Crichton - Right Priest
1. Gur jbeq ortvaf jvgu E, naq raqf jvgu T.
2. Gur jbeq vf nobhg qvfthfgvat guvatf.

Conklin - Left Politician
1. Gur jbeq ortvaf jvgu F, naq raqf jvgu L.
2. Gur jbeq unf fbzrguvat gb qb jvgu nernf bs fvtangher cebjrff.

Conklin - Right Politician
1. Gur jbeq ortvaf jvgu C, naq raqf jvgu G.
2. Gur jbeq eryngrf gb guvatf hfrq sbe jevgvat.

The Curses’ Crossword

Each Curse’s map tile will change once both nine-letter words are untangled. The 
caption for each map tile will change, to: “C_____ of (Kingdom) unravels NINE and 
NINE.” At the top of the map will appear, “I rely on Conklin,” for the first three Curses, 
or “I await the others,” for Conklin herself.

Once all four curses are done, a further puzzle awaits at Conklin’s map tile. The puzzle 
is a word square, with space for all eight of the words harvested from the four Curses.
Solving the word square is a matter of putting the eight words in the correct order; once 
you enter all the words into the square, you will be able to swap them until they form a 
Name. There is a logic to how the words are grouped.
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To begin, be sure to xrrc gur gjb jbeqf bs rnpu Phefr arkg gb rnpu bgure. Each half of 
the puzzle will have words from gjb bs gur sbhe Phefrf. 
Once you’ve done that, move the words around until something emerges that fits. There 
is bayl bar ibjry in each half of the square, so keep trying until you find something 
pronounceable.

Once all words are in their proper places, the puzzle will lock and the Name will stand 
revealed. Give it to Buckbee to finish the mystery of the Curses.

More Hints - The Curses’ Crossword

If you get really stuck on the word square, here is an extra, very large clue: Gur jbeqf 
sebz gur Xvatqbzf bs gur Fjbeqf naq bs gur Jnaqf ner va gur hccre unys; gur bguref 
ner orybj.

Answers

Unlocking the Puzzles
Caine’s Moon’s Map Word resides at Answer #47.
Cutting’s Moon’s Map Word is found in Answer #133.
Crichton’s Moon’s Map Word is revealed at Answer #35.
Conklin’s Moon’s Map Word is shown in Answer #14.

Solving the Puzzles
The nine-letter words for Caine are at Answer #12 (upper duelist) and Answer #21 
(lower duelist).

For Cutting, the left farmer’s nine-letter word is in Answer #93, and the right farmer’s 
is at Answer #109.

The two priests of Crichton have their nine-letter words at Answer #95 (left priest) 
and Answer #30 (right priest).

Finally, in Conklin, the left politician’s nine-letter word is at Answer #87; the right 
politician’s is in Answer #55.
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Gridlocks

The grids remain, but not for long; hidden paths emerge that will reveal clues to a 
Name when followed.

A Twisted Path to Follow

When you click on each Gridlock’s tile on the Moon’s Map (denoted by the letter G), 
you will not be asked to solve its Moon’s Map Word immediately. Instead, a repeating 
path will appear next to the tile. 
To proceed, you must memorize the Gridlock’s path and play it back yourself, either by 
clicking on every square in the path in order, or using the arrow keys to trace the path 
without making a misstep.

Once the path is followed, it will disappear, being replaced with four smaller paths 
arranged in a square. At this point, the puzzle will need to be fully unlocked with its 
Word (see page 8)— for Girdwood, there are two Words to unravel.

After a Gridlock is unlocked, the letters of the 4-by-4 grid will flash. To continue, you 
must trace each of the four small paths, in order, on the letter grid. As each small path is 
traced, the grid it’s traced on will be replaced by the next one in the puzzle. (Each new 
small path will begin where the previous one ended.)
Unlike on the Moon’s Map, any mistake will cause the paths to rewind, and you’ll have 
to start from the first one.
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Be Wary...

There is a glitch in some versions of the game which may cause trouble in your attempts 
to trace the four small paths. In some cases, the Gridlock may start by showing you the 
second, third, or fourth grid instead of the first. 
If this happens, the paths will unexpectedly rewind to the first one after you’ve 
correctly completed several of them (in whatever order they appear).

There is an easy way to tell if this has befallen you: the four guards to the side of the 
grid. Normally, the guard on the left will hold up his spear [or sword, or staff] as you 
trace the first path. Then, the second-left guard will hold up his weapon as you trace the 
second path, and so on. 
If the guards hold up their weapons out of order, the glitch has occurred. To solve it, 
trace the paths as far as you can, then trace them again once it rewinds.

Two Steps Forward...

Once all four small paths are traced on a Gridlock, the grid will disappear! Two large 
letters will be left behind. On the Moon’s Map, the map tiles’ captions will become: 
“G_______ of (Kingdom) seizes TWO.”

If you examine the space on Buckbee where the associated Name belongs, it says the 
associated person “fgrcf bar yrggre onpxjneq”. This is a clue; once you have all eight 
letters from all four Gridlocks, zbir rnpu yrggre onpx bar fgrc va gur nycunorg, then 
give them to Buckbee.

Answers

Unlocking the Puzzles
Garrison’s map grid path is at Answer #52, and its Moon’s Map Word is in Answer 
#82.
Gliston’s map grid path is shown in Answer #66, with its Word at Answer #19.
Girdwood’s map grid path is available at Answer #42; its Words are at Answers #10 
and #86.
Granville’s map grid path is in Answer #33, and its Word is at Answer #78.

Solving the Puzzles
The patterns for Garrison’s four small paths are at Answer #32.
Gliston’s four small paths are displayed at Answer #96.
The patterns for Girdwood’s four paths are found in Answer #107.
The four small paths for Granville appear in Answer #114.
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Horizontals

All of the Horizontals are done! And, only when returned to all at once will they reveal 
a hidden Name.

Seven Horizontals, One Secret

All the Horizontals puzzles are unlocked on the Moon’s Map at the same time, using 
the Word of Horton (see page 8 for more on Words) at the single Horizontals tile on the 
Map (it has the letter ‘H’). Once Horton is unlocked, the three giant letters on each 
Horizontal will start to flash. 

Clicking on a letter will jump to the next Horizontal (or the first, if you are at the last). 
On each screen, only one of the three large letters is correct. The goal is to choose the 
seven correct letters, one for each Horizontal.

Once a correct letter’s been found, future visits to that screen will show the correct letter 
highlighted in yellow. Once all seven are found (“Horton of Swords gathers SEVEN”), 
all that remains is to gather the correct letters in order (from Horton to Hernshaw) and 
present them to Buckbee.

Answers

Unlocking the Puzzle
Horton’s Moon’s Map Word is at Answer #16.
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Inventories

Fields of shields and piles of runes return, as the Fool hopes to find hidden words inside 
them. However, his efforts here are only a part of another enigma.

The Mystery of the Letters

Only two of the three Inventories have further secrets— Ingram and Iacobbe. In both, 
you must first use that Inventory’s Word (see page 8) to unlock the puzzle on the 
Moon’s Map, at the appropriate tile marked with the letter ‘I’.

Once this is done, the objects in that Inventory (shields for Ingram, or runes for Iacobbe) 
will move around, each gaining a letter associated with it. All the shields [or runes] of 
the same type will have the same letter.
The goal is to select five letters in order (without any repeats) to spell a single word. The 
word will appear properly spelled out when it’s found. If you spell out gibberish, the 
shields will change position once again, and you must start over.

Ingram has the letters G, H, J, K, O, Q, R, U, W, and Y.
Iacobbe has the letters A, C, J, L, T, U, V, W, and Y.
Iver, the third Inventory, is completely inert and is counted as already solved.

From Here, Forwards

Completing an Inventory’s five-letter word leaves you with that very word. On the 
Moon’s Map, the map tiles’ captions will become, “I_____ of (Kingdom) harvests FIVE” 
and “I rely on Riason.” This is a clue; take the Inventories’ two five-letter words and 
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use them in the Reminiscences word square (see page 34) to continue in the quest for 
this Name.

Hints

1. Ingram’s five-letter word fgnegf jvgu E; Iacobbe’s word fgnegf jvgu I.
2. Neither word unf gur yrggre L.
3. Each word unf gjb ibjryf.

Answers

Unlocking the Puzzles
Ingram’s Word for the Moon’s Map is at Answer #135.
Iacobbe’s Word for the Moon’s Map is found in Answer #31.

Solving the Puzzles
Ingram’s five-letter word is available at Answer #97.
Iacobbe’s five-letter word is displayed at Answer #51.
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Junctions

The Junctions claim to have a hidden clue, but nothing’s changed in them— only on the 
Moon’s Map! Is there really a Name to be found here?

Four Junctions, As Is

Each of the four Junctions (recognized by the letter ‘J’ on their map tiles) must be 
unlocked on the Moon’s Map with their Words before anything else can be done in that 
Junction. (See page 8 for more info on Words.) All Junctions except Jost have two Words, 
not one.

Once this is over, a quick trip to each Junction reveals... the figures will shift position 
slightly. That’s all. It will take a check of the HELP to reveal what to do:

“Gather the middle letters to spell one word.”

Maptograms

You’ll need to unscramble the letters you get from each Junction into a single eleven-
letter word. Once you have the word in recognizable form, it’s back to the Moon’s 
Map... where a cryptogram has appeared! There’s a cryptogram for each Junction, and 
the key is the word hidden in that puzzle. 

Once a cryptogram is decoded, that map tile’s caption will become, “J_____ of 
(Kingdom) extracts ONE.” (or TWO). This means you need to take that many letters 
from the keyword you found earlier, using the decoded cryptogram as guidance. 
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Once you have solved all four cryptograms, you will be left with a total of five letters. 
Unscramble the letters into a Name, and take that Name to Buckbee.

Hints

• The words in each Junction aren’t entirely scrambled. If you examine gur zvqqyr 
yrggref’ cbfvgvbaf, you may be able to find the word a little easier.

• Alternately: If you can’t unscramble the word, the cryptogram can be solved through 
trial and error.

•  If you can’t figure out which letters of the keyword to take, know that when a 
cryptogram says ‘guveq’, for example, it’s referring to gur guveq yrggre bs vgf 
xrljbeq.

Answers

Unlocking the Puzzles
Jasper’s Moon’s Map Words are at Answer #29 and Answer #116.
The Moon’s Map Word for Jost is in Answer #36.
Jeckel’s two Moon’s Map Words are at the Answers #83 and #13.
Jurchik’s Moon’s Map Words are found in Answers #139 and #17.

Solving the Puzzles
Jasper’s cryptogram keyword is shown at Answer #140.
Jost’s cryptogram keyword is in Answer #138.
Jeckel’s cryptogram keyword is at Answer #99.
Jurchik’s cryptogram keyword is available in Answer #131.
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Literals

The mysterious words that previously appeared in the Literals reveal their secret at last! 
Can the Fool break them down and find a clue to the next Name?

Words Within Words

Before you start unraveling the Literals’ secret, each Literal (which has a ‘L’ tile on the 
Moon’s Map) must be unlocked on the Map with its Word (see page 8 for more on 
Words). Once this is done, returning to the Literal will cause the long word that 
appeared when it was previously solved to glow.

In each Literal, you must select letters in this long word, to spell out five smaller words, 
each six letters long. (The exception is in Laroche— there, you must find seven words. 
Beware!) As a word is found, it will appear over the Fool’s head.

However, there is a further catch: The letters in the small words must be in the same 
order as they appear in the larger word. For example, if you had the long word 
REVEALINGLY, the word ‘REALLY’ would work, as the letters are in order; the word 
‘VERNAL’ would not. 

And Now, Cross-Words!

Once you have found all five (or seven) words, a crossword puzzle will appear on the 
Moon’s Map, over that Literal’s map tile. Plug the words into the puzzle such that they 
intersect, and the puzzle will go grey. A small few letters will be highlighted, along with 
the cryptic message, “L______ of (Kingdom) reaps TWO.” (or ONE for Lawley).
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When solving a crossword, try and examine where words cross, and try and figure out 
which words can and cannot go where.
Once all the crosswords are completed, you can gather their letters, unscramble them, 
and take them to Buckbee. 

Hints

• In the puzzle, you can click on the letters in any order— they’ll always appear in the 
same order as in the long word.

• Of Lawley’s words, guerr raq jvgu A naq bayl gur bgure gjb pbagnva na Z.
• For Lommis’s words, guerr raq jvgu YR, guerr pbagnva RA, naq guerr pbagnva NY.
• Of Lydia’s words, each has yrggref sebz gur ortvaavat be raq bs gur ybat jbeq.
• All but two of Laroche’s words unir na U naq na V va fbzr beqre.

Crosswords

• In Lawley’s crossword, think about jurer VASBEZ pna tb.
• For Lommis’s crossword, bayl gjb jbeqf funer n svefg yrggre. Try both arrangements 

and see what happens.
• In Lydia’s crossword, only one word can go va gur hccre ubevmbagny fcnpr.
• For Laroche’s crossword, only one word can go in gur hccre yrsg iregvpny fcnpr; this 

will leave only one word able to go in gur evtugzbfg iregvpny fcnpr. Both words unir 
na U nf gurve frpbaq yrggre.

Answers

Unlocking the Puzzles
For the Moon’s Map Word of Lawley, see Answer #88.
The Moon’s Map Word of Lommis is at Answer #65.
The Moon’s Map Word of Lydia is in Answer #121.
For Laroche, its Moon’s Map Word is at Answer #120.

Solving the Puzzles
Lawley’s five Literal words are revealed at Answer #53.
Lommis’s five words are in Answer #98.
Lydia’s words are found in Answer #26.
The seven words of Laroche are at Answer #85.
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Metamorphoses

No more words here— or so it seems. The strange symbols that have appeared in the 
marketplace hint at a hidden Name, but much must be done to make them make sense.

Maptograms First?!

The first thing you’ll see on choosing an ‘M’ tile on the Moon’s Map is not the usual 
request for a Word. Instead, there’s a cryptogram, with a seven-letter key. Each 
Metamorphosis has a cryptogram, and the key to each is a word in the text of that 
puzzle.

Once the cryptogram is solved, the puzzle will request its Word (see page 8) as normal.

A Sequence of Symbols

Upon returning to each Metamorphosis from the Moon’s Map, a series of nine letters 
will appear. Your goal is to create a 14-letter word using these nine letters. Your main 
guide is the pattern of 14 shields, runes, or gems that rises above the heads of the crowd.
Each shield, rune, or gem stands for a specific letter in the word; if the same symbol 
appears twice, that letter will appear in the word twice, in those positions.

The Cryptogram’s Clue

With the long word found, the map tile’s subtitle will change to “M______ of Swords 
studies FOURTEEN.” The text of the cryptogram you solved now holds the key to 
finding the hidden Name. The clue will be of the form “[Number] and [Number] are 
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[Number] and [Number]”; this is an indicator that lbh fubhyq fryrpg yrggref sebz gur 
ybat jbeq, naq juvpu yrggref; naq gurve cbfvgvbaf va gur Anzr lbh’er ohvyqvat. 
When all three Metamorphoses are solved, you’ll be able to use the cryptograms and 
complete the Name you’re looking for. Then, give the Name to Buckbee.

Hints

• The key to each cryptogram is in gur svefg yvar bs the puzzle’s text.
• The long word of each Metamorphosis shares some similarities with gur svefg jbeq 

bs gur chmmyr’f grkg; for one thing, they both fgneg jvgu gur fnzr yrggre naq raq 
jvgu ‘YL’.

• The letter used most in each long word is nyjnlf R be A.
• If you’re not quite sure how the cryptogram’s clues work: Gur ahzoref orsber ‘ner’ 

pbeerfcbaq gb yrggref va gur ybat jbeq; gur ahzoref nsgrejneqf eryngr gb gubfr 
yrggref’ cbfvgvbaf va gur Anzr. Again, you’ll need all three Metamorphoses to fill 
out the Name.

Answers

Unlocking the Puzzles
The cryptogram key for Moxley is at Answer #70.
McGucken’s cryptogram key is in Answer #129.
The cryptogram key for Massey is found at Answer #126.

Moxley’s Moon’s Map Words are provided in Answers #63 and #54.
For McGucken’s Moon’s Map Words, check Answers #39 and #62.
Massey’s Moon’s Map Word is at Answer #60.

Solving the Puzzles
Moxley’s 14-letter word is in Answer #84.
McGucken’s 14 letter word is found in Answer #45.
Massey’s 14-letter word is revealed at Answer #127.
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Knowledges

The Prince has a ghastly message for the Fool to take with him! A clue to a hidden 
Name resides even here.

An Overage of Words

The Knowledges (found on the Moon’s Map with tiles that say ‘N’— not ‘K’) are an 
unusual series of puzzles. Each must first be unlocked on the Moon’s Map with its 
Word (see page 8), but afterwards, things become complicated.
For three of the puzzles (Norfolk, Nairne, and Nisbett), all there is is a cryptic 
instruction to “Enter the Correct Word to Gain Another Word”. 

In Needham, however, the mystery begins to unravel. Letters will flash on the screen in 
a pattern; repeat these on the keyboard, and a word will appear above the Fool’s head, 
and then another and another. These three words are each the ‘Correct Word’ for one of 
the other Knowledges, and entering each in their appropriate puzzles will yield three 
more words, for a total of six (three words from Needham, and one from everyone else.)

Once a puzzle’s correct word(s) are found, the subtitle “N______ of (Kingdom) covets 
SEVEN” will appear with that map tile, with ‘SEVEN’ mentioned thrice for Needham.

Stacking on the Map

Upon returning to Needham’s map tile with all six words in hand, a word square will 
appear. The words can spell the hidden Name when correctly positioned; after they are 
all entered into the square, you will be able to swap their order.
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The puzzle will lock once all the words have been correctly positioned; the Name may 
then be taken to Buckbee.

Hints

• In the word square, Needham’s three words ner tebhcrq ng gur gbc.

Answers

Unlocking the Puzzles
Needham’s Moon’s Map Word is at Answer #115.
Norfolk’s Moon’s Map Word is in Answer #100.
The Moon’s Map Word of Nairne is found in Answer #64.
The Moon’s Map Word of Nisbett is available at Answer #75.
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Orchestrations

Revisiting three of the greatest mansions of the Pentacles yields treasure. Choosing 
letters carefully will reveal a Name, and more.

Checkerboard Confusion

Orchestrations can be a pain even once you know how to handle them. Once each 
puzzle (recognized by an ‘O’ map tile) is unlocked with its Moon’s Map Word 
(see page 8 for information on Words), the goal will be to select four of the nine letters 
in the long word at the center of the puzzle.

The key is finding which four. The Help will give you two specific letters to select— 
paired E’s for Ostheim and Olmstead, and paired T’s for Ockley. The other two do have 
a specific quirk that identifies them, but it’s not immediately obvious which they are.

When you click on a letter, it may toggle some of the other letters in the word at 
random. Unlike most puzzles, the Orchestrations do not have Undo or Reset 
functionality; if a letter you don’t want becomes highlighted, you will have to use trial 
and error to undo it (clicking on a letter will always toggle it on or off, but it may 
change other letters at the same time).

Once you have the correct four letters selected, there will be a fanfare, and they will lock 
into place.
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Too Many Letters!

After an Orchestration’s four letters are complete, the puzzle’s map tile will gain the 
caption, “O_______ of Pentacles proffers a THIRD.” However, the twelve letters 
together don’t look anything like a Name! 

Buckbee has the answer for this one. The space where this Name belongs points out the 
person “urrqf bayl unys”. This is a clue that the twelve letters ner ernyyl fvk yrggref, 
qbhoyrq; erzbir gur qhcyvpngrf and the Name should be easy to unscramble.

Answers

Unlocking the Puzzles
Ostheim’s Moon’s Map Word is at Answer #58.
Ockley’s Moon’s Map Word is found in Answer #68.
For Olmstead’s Moon’s Map Word, check Answer #48.

Solving the Puzzles
The secret of which letters are the correct ones is revealed at Answer #50. 
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Patchworks

There’s always been mysteries surrounding the Fool’s strange visions. Now, it’s time to 
unravel them and find a Name.

Much Ado on the Moon’s Map

Three of the Patchworks (Pringle, Percy, and Playfair) have a unique first step: a 
cryptogram on the Moon’s Map at their associated ‘P’ tile. 
Similar to the Metamorphoses, the key to the cryptogram is somewhere in the text of the 
related Patchwork.

Once the cryptogram is solved, the three Patchworks can each be unlocked with their 
Moon’s Map Word (see page 8) as normal. Payne, the fourth Patchwork, takes its Word 
immediately.

The Instructions And The Letters

Upon returning to the Patchworks, a shade of the person on the Patchwork’s map tile 
will appear and fade into the landscape. Your main clue is the phrase in each 
cryptogram: If you correctly follow it, you should be able to interpret the jumbled 
letters in the related Patchwork. (Payne has no letters, and thus, no cryptogram.)

Each Patchwork’s jumble of letters will become a new set of instructions, to be carried 
out on the same screen as the jumble. (Exception: Playfair’s instructions are used in 
Payne’s Patchwork.) If correctly performed, three letters will appear; the Patchwork’s 
Moon’s Map tile will gain the caption, “P______ of (Kingdom) suspects THREE.”
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One Final Riddle

With your three sets of three letters, you can form a single, nine-letter word. At the same 
time, if you check Payne’s map tile, a new cryptogram has appeared— and it wants a 
nine-letter key. 

Combining cryptogram with keyword will change the caption of each letter-bearing 
Patchwork to “P______ of (Kingdom) doubts THREE.” The instructions in the 
cryptogram form a riddle; to solve it, you’ll need to find what the riddle asks for in each 
letter-bearing Patchwork.

If you get it right, the three letters in each Patchwork will change into a third of a Name 
(“P______ of (Kingdom) reveals THREE.”) Give this Name to Buckbee.

Hints

• The key to each cryptogram is in gur svefg yvar bs the puzzle’s text.

Answers

Unlocking the Puzzles
For Pringle’s cryptogram key, go to Answer #71.
Percy’s cryptogram key is at Answer #134.
Playfair’s cryptogram key is revealed at Answer #27.

Payne’s Moon’s Map Word is in Answer #117.
The Moon’s Map Word of Pringle is in Answer #41.
To find Percy’s Moon’s Map Word, check Answer #89.
Playfair’s Moon’s Map Words are found at Answers #90 and #18.

Solving the Puzzles
Pringle’s cryptogram riddle (how to read Pringle’s jumble) is solved in Answer #11.
Percy’s cryptogram riddle solution (how to read Percy’s jumble) is at Answer #108.
The solution to Playfair’s cryptogram riddle (how to read Playfair’s jumble) is in 
Answer #69.

Payne’s cryptogram key is at Answer #91.
The answer to Payne’s cryptogram riddle (what needs to be found in each Patchwork?) 
is at Answer #122.
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Quandaries

The coins return. Now, by piecing letters together, the Fool may find a Name in them.

Quintin’s Coinundrum

There’s only one Quandary, but it’s a doozy. After unlocking Quintin (the ‘Q' tile on the 
Moon’s Map) with its Word (see page 8 for more about Words), you may return to the 
site of the enchanted coins... but instead of faces, letters now gleam on the golden sides. 
Each coin has 4 to 6 different letters, and clicking will cycle among them.

Your goal is to choose letters to spell a total of six 6-letter words; every one of the coins’ 
letters are used in at least one word. A few letters are used in two or even three.
From left to right, the coins have the following letters:

First Coin: A, M, U, F, C, W
Second Coin: A, I, N, O, D
Third Coin: V, T, F, A
Fourth Coin: H, S, A, I
Fifth Coin: V, I, T, C
Sixth Coin: Y, O, R, E, N

Each word you find will appear on the left side of the screen. 
Once every word is found, the coins will return to calmly displaying the Eyes of 
Ra and Thoth. 
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Meeting in the Moon’s Map

Returning to the Moon’s Map with all six words will cause a word square to appear. 
Once all six words have been entered into the word square, you may swap their 
positions; the correct order will cause a Name to appear. 
You can then hand this Name over to Buckbee.

Hints

• Because each letter is used once, and there are six words, each of the first coin’s 
six letters is used in exactly one word. 

• The second and sixth coins have four letters used in one word each, and one used in 
two words. For the second coin, gur V vf hfrq gjvpr; for the sixth coin, gur R vf hfrq 
gjvpr. This means you can cross off the other letters after they’ve been used once.

• The third and fifth coins have two letters used in one word each, and two used in two. 
For the third coin, gur I naq G ner hfrq gjvpr; for the fifth coin, gur V naq P ner hfrq 
gjvpr.

• The fourth coin has three letters used in one word each, and one letter used in three 
different words! Gur V vf hfrq guevpr.

• The six words are related to jung shgher pbhefr gb gnxr, tncf naq fcnprf, fvghngvbaf 
gung snyy ncneg, gur ernfba sbe na npgvba, vzonynapr, naq guvatf rapybfrq ol 
bgure guvatf.

• For the word square, the top three and bottom three words each have bar jbeq 
pbagnvavat na S, bar jbeq pbagnvavat na A, naq gjb jbeqf pbagnvavat na N.

Answers

Unlocking the Puzzle
Quintin’s Moon’s Map Word is at Answer #101.

Solving the Puzzle
The six words from the coins are found in Answer #61.
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Reminiscences

Herbs and letters, herbs and letters... the Fool must ‘pick’ carefully from among those 
that have grown from these puzzles!

Reminiscence Removals

Each Reminiscence (notable for its ‘R’ map tile) must first be unlocked with its Word on 
the Moon’s Map (see page 8). Afterwards, returning to the Reminiscence will reveal five 
new letters, for a total of eight.
The goal of the puzzle is to remove letters to reveal the largest word possible— a word 
that, for each Reminiscence, is exactly five letters long. This means that exactly three 
letters must be removed.

Once the correct trio of letters have been removed, the remaining five will lock into 
place (though it’s up to you to unscramble them, as they won’t move around.)

“I Relay to Riason”

After completing a Reminiscence, little will occur beyond the puzzle’s Map tile gaining 
the caption, “R_____ of Wands harvests FIVE.” Even with all the Reminiscences 
complete, nothing will happen— unless both Inventories (Ingram and Iacobbe - see 
page 18) are solved as well. Once this is the case, a word square will appear on Riason’s 
map tile; it takes the words from both the Reminiscences and the Inventories.

Solving the square simply involves entering all the words and then swapping their 
positions until all are correctly placed, which will reveal a Name for Buckbee.
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Hints

• The letters that must be removed vary across Reminiscences, but the letters 
V, H, naq Z must always be removed. 

• The letters C, I, naq X are only used in one word each.

• In the word square, gur jbeqf sebz gur Vairagbevrf orybat va gur zvqqyr ebjf.

Answers

Unlocking the Puzzles
The Moon’s Map Words of Radcliff are at Answers #3 and #44.
Roderick’s Moon’s Map Words are found in Answers #119 and #102.
Rymore’s Moon’s Map Word is revealed at Answer #92.
To find Riason’s Moon’s Map Word, see Answer #56.

Solving the Puzzles
The three letters to remove on Radcliff, and the resulting word, are at Answer #123.
Roderick’s three letters and five-letter word are available in Answer #112.
For Rymore, go to Answer #7 for the puzzle’s removed letters and remaining word.
Riason’s three letters and five-letter word are at Answer #94.
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Scrambles

Returning to the Scrambles, all seems quiet... but a most unusual clue is hidden there.

A Single Scramble

If you look over the Moon’s Map, you’ll notice only a single Scramble, Skidmore, has a 
map tile! (It’s the tile with the ‘S’.) Like many other puzzles, this one must be unlocked 
on the Moon’s Map with its Words (see page 8) before anything else can occur. 
However, upon returning to the puzzle screen, nothing seems to be different. 

The truth becomes apparent on returning to the Moon’s Map. A cryptogram has 
appeared, with a four-letter keyword and the cryptic subtitle, “Skidmore of Pentacles 
sifts FOUR.” The key to this cryptogram is somewhere in the main puzzle— but where?

Once the four letters are obtained, the cryptogram will have a pair of four-letter words 
inside it in capital letters, along with a set of cryptic instructions. This is a hint to zvk 
gur yrggref bs gubfr gjb sbhe-yrggre jbeqf gbtrgure; the result will be a Name. 
Buckbee will gratefully accept this Name.

Answers

Unlocking the Puzzle
Skidmore’s Moon’s Map Words are at Answers #59 and #118.

Solving the Puzzle
The cryptogram key, and where it is found, is explained at Answer #79.
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Tracers

The phenomenon the Fool observed when disenchanting each stained-glass window 
now returns to importance here. Hidden messages lurk, clues towards a single Name.

Luminous Leftovers

The four Tracers (which have ‘T’ tiles on the Moon’s Map) are very simple. Once each 
puzzle is unlocked on the Moon’s Map with their Word (see page 8 for more on Words), 
the instructions of each puzzle will become, “Free the Word by Curse.” This is a hint to 
use the cursor, inspecting every part of the puzzle— most particularly, the glowing 
bubble that appeared upon solving the original Tracer.

Clicking on the bubble will transform it into a word.

A Little Extra Help

All four Tracers and Ursula’s Umbrage (page 39) and Zachariah’s Zigzags (page 46) will 
need to be solved before anything further can be done. Otherwise, the most you’ll get is 
each solved map tile gaining the caption, “T_____ of Cups divines FOUR.”

Once all the puzzles listed above are solved, a word square will appear on Telfair’s map 
tile! Placing all the words in the square, and then swapping them once all are in place, 
will reveal the hidden Name once everything is in order.
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Hints

• In the word square, the words vzcbegrq sebz Hefhyn naq Mnpunevnu tb ng gur gbc 
naq obggbz.

Answers

Unlocking the Puzzles
Telfair’s Moon’s Map Word is at Answer #105.
The Moon’s Map Word for Thwaite is in Answer #136
To see Tilton’s Moon’s Map Word, go to Answer #40.
Tassel’s Moon’s Map Word is revealed in Answer #20.
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Umbrages

Ursula’s Umbrage has one single clue remaining. No more ambushes here, but a hint to 
a Name may be found.

Revealed in Moonlight

After unlocking Ursula’s Umbrage (the only Umbrage in the game, and recognizable by 
its ‘U’ map tile) with its Moon’s Map Word (see page 8), the instruction “Free the Word 
by Curse” will appear. Only by diligently searching every part of the screen with the 
cursor can the word hidden in this Umbrage— a single, four-letter word— be revealed. 
You’ll know when you have it.

Journey to the Cups

After the word is visible, “Ursula of Swords divines FOUR,” will appear as a subtitle 
upon the Moon’s Map. Up at the top, however, another message will appear: “I rely on 
Telfair.” The four-letter word hidden in this Umbrage is useless by itself; it must be 
used in the Tracers word square (see page 37) to help reveal a hidden Name.

Answers

Unlocking the Puzzle
Ursula’s Moon’s Map Word is at Answer #132.
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Venditions

Most of the words are sold and gone, but one extra word remains in the scraps that pass 
by the Fool’s gaze.

The Seven-Letter Shuffle

Each Vendition (detectable by its ‘V’ map tile), like many puzzles, needs to be unlocked 
with its Moon’s Map Word (see page 8) before anything else will appear— and Vranken 
and Vanderveer each have two Words. Afterwards, though, the glare that was dazzling 
the Fool will vanish! 

Now, to the left of the Fool, letters will swim by under the windows of the structure he’s 
standing next to. Each puzzle has seven different letters, and they need to be 
unscrambled into a word. This word has no repeated letters— every letter is used once.

There is, of course, a catch. Each letter may only be clicked or typed as it passes by 
under the nearby window. When a letter is clicked or typed, it will turn a darker blue 
and quickly vanish; it will then reappear, hanging in large type above the Fool’s head.
Moreover, there is a limited time to select every letter! Upon choosing the first letter, a 
drumroll will start. Once it ends, all the letters will exit the window, and everything 
hanging above the Fool’s head will disappear. You’ll have to start spelling the word 
again if this happens.

In addition, if you choose all seven letters in the wrong order, a similar vanishing act 
will take place. Only by finding the correct order can you spell a word— then, the 
window will shut, and the word will remain.
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The puzzles have the following sets of letters:

Voorst: A, E, K, L, P, R, S.
Vibbard: E, H, I, M, P, R, W.
Vranken: A, C, L, R, S, T, Y.
Vanderveer: A, C, D, K, L, O, P.

Four Words Crossways

After all four words are gathered from all four windows, and the Venditions’ map tiles 
all say “V______ of (Kingdom) grabs SEVEN,” a small crossword puzzle will appear on 
Voorst’s map tile. Once the words from all four Venditions interlock within it, several 
letters will light up. These letters unscramble into a Name for Buckbee.

Hints

•It may take several tries to collect all the letters within the time limit, even when you 
know what word you’re looking for. Be patient and keep trying!

•Voorst’s window word has something to do with oevtug tyvzzref bs yvtug.
•Vibbard’s window word focuses on gval, cvgvnoyr fbhaqf.
•Vranken’s window word brings tynffl fgbarf to mind.
•Vanderveer’s window word xrrcf n tngr fuhg.

Crossword
•The top horizontal space trgf gur ynfg jbeq, nycunorgvpnyyl fcrnxvat.

Answers

Unlocking the Puzzles
Voorst’s Moon’s Map Word is found at Answer #37.
The Moon’s Map Word for Vibbard is in Answer #46.
Vranken’s Moon’s Map Words are revealed in Answers #38 and #8.
The Moon’s Map Words for Vanderveer are at Answers #74 and #80.

Solving the Puzzles
Voorst’s unscrambled word is in Answer #128.
You can find Vibbard’s unscrambled word at Answer #6.
Vranken’s unscrambled word is at Answer #25.
The unscrambled word for Vanderveer is found in Answer #125.
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Wagers

The Fool now holds all the cards (literally and figuratively). These strange letters that 
have appeared are the proof! He can make a Name from them, if he’s careful.

A Change in the Grid

To look into the Wagers’ mystery, each Wager needs to be unlocked with their Moon’s 
Map Word (see page 8 for an explanation). Wickliff’s Wager takes two Words.
Once a Wager is unlocked, the Help now reads, “Transform the Letters by Curse or by 
Key.” By mousing over or typing the random letters in the grid that appeared on the 
Wager’s main screen (that is, the one outside the actual Tarot game), you may make 
them transform into other letters.
(If using the keyboard, the same letter you pressed to start a transformation will stop it 
if you press the key again.)

While the letters may change into any other random letter, for each grid, bar be gjb 
yrggref ner zhpu zber yvxryl guna gur bguref. Your goal is to genafsbez nyy gur 
yrggref vagb gurfr pubfra srj, which will appear in a pattern.
When the grid is as it should be, a fanfare will sound and the letters will lock in place.

Harvesting the Letters

Once a Wager is solved, its Moon’s Map tile will say, “W_____ of (Kingdom) sets ONE 
(of each) aside.” This is a clue that for each grid, lbh fubhyq gnxr bar bs rnpu yrggre vg 
unf. Once you have all the letters from all the grids, all that’s left is to assemble them 
into a Name and give the Name to Buckbee.... but this Name is particularly tricky. 
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Hints

• Each Wager is recognizable by a ‘W’ tile on the Moon’s Map.
• Try and figure out what the grid’s pubfra yrggref are first, then try to make them 

popular.
• For finding the Name: It starts with gur yrggre X.
• In the Name: Each letter gurer ner gjb bs is va n cnve next to vgf gjva.

Answers

Unlocking the Puzzles
For Wyck’s Moon’s Map Word, check Answer #22.
Wallop’s Moon’s Map Word is at Answer #9.
Wentworth’s Moon’s Map Word is found in Answer #34.
You can find Weir’s Moon’s Map Word at Answer #23.
Both of Wickliff’s Moon’s Map Words are revealed at Answers #76 and #130.

Solving the Puzzles
Wyck’s grid letters are at Answer #73.
Wallop’s grid letters are in Answer #106.
Wentworth’s grid letter is in Answer #43.
Weir’s grid letters are found in Answer #104.
Wickliff’s grid letters can be seen at Answer #5.
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Yearnings

It seems the word harvest isn’t quite over yet, as the Fool has to change a few more 
letters and pick a few more words.

The Growing Season?

Yapp, the only Yearning (with the only ‘Y’ map tile), is like most puzzles— it must first 
be unlocked with its Word on the Moon’s Map (see page 8). Once this is done, a new 
puzzle arises to confound the Fool. 

Starting with the three words you harvested before, you must “Flip Nine Letters and 
Spell Three New Words.” By changing three letters on each row, one of the new words 
will appear. Each letter in the puzzle has two possibilities: One letter it starts as, and one 
it can change to.

For the row starting with B, the letters, in order, will change to V-E-C-N-L-T.
For the row starting with C, the letters, in order, will change to M-U-N-D-R-Y.
For the row starting with P, the letters, in order, will change to S-O-R-P-D-E.

After the three new words are all found, the letters will change color and the puzzle will 
lock in place.
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Hints

Finding the three chosen words will always be complicated. Fortunately, these hints can 
help you locate the right letters to change.

1. Each new word has rknpgyl gjb N’f.
2. The above hint means that gjb bs gur bevtvany pbafbanagf are changed.
3. The guveq yrggre of each word is changed.

A Not-So-Fruity Crossword

Returning to the Moon’s Map after the three words are known will cause a crossword to 
appear! The three words interlock in it; there is only one possible way for them to do so. 
Once they are all in place, several letters will be picked out from the rest; these 
unscramble into a Name, which may be taken to Buckbee. 

Answers

Unlocking the Puzzle
The Moon’s Map Word of Yapp is at Answer #124.

Solving the Puzzle
The word the ‘B’ row changes to is at Answer #81.
The ‘C’ row’s changed word is in Answer #57.
The changed word for the ‘P’ row is found at Answer #15.
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Zigzags

One extra clue, towards finding a hidden Name, lurks in Zachariah’s Zigzags. It may 
not be enough by itself, but it can be a help nonetheless.

Revealed in Moonlight

Before anything else, the only Zigzags in the game, Zachariah, must be unlocked with 
its Moon’s Map Words (see page 8) at the map tile with a ‘Z’. The instructions of the 
puzzle will then change to “Free the Word by Curse.”

Carefully searching every part of the puzzle with the cursor will reveal a hidden four-
letter word.

One Kingdom Over

Once the word is found, the Moon’s Map will helpfully state that “Zachariah of 
Pentacles divines FOUR.” Zachariah will also have this to say: “I rely on Telfair.”
While the four-letter word that has just been unearthed is useless by itself, it has a place 
in the Tracers word square (page 37). The hunt for this Name continues there.

Answers

Unlocking the Puzzle
The Moon’s Map Words of Zachariah are at Answers #110 and #113.
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The Seven Cups

Having cracked all the challenges of the Seventh House, the Fool finds himself in 
another unusual place. With the Seven Curses that have plagued the Land in hand, the 
Fool can bring them here with the Seven Keys, to restore the Seven Cups.

Seven Keys and Seven Curses

The Seven Cups is accessed by clicking on the Moon from the Seventh House menu 
screen. You will also be sent there if you have entirely completed the Moon’s Map, 
solving Buckbee’s challenge and divining its hidden meaning. 
As this puzzle opens, the seven Curses collected previously by completing the Seven 
Connections (back before the Moon’s Map was pieced together) will appear next to the 
Keys, alternating in the two rows of cards.

The goal of the puzzle is to pair each Curse with a Key. When a correct Curse-Key pair 
is made, the two cards will vanish, and one of the Seven Cups will fill.

When all are full, the puzzle is complete. If the Moon’s Map is still unfinished, the game 
will take you there. Otherwise, you will be sent to the Finale.
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Finale

Once all else is complete— the Moon’s Map has yielded up its last secret, and the Seven 
Cups are restored— the Fool decides to make tracks and let the world do what it will, 
without him. Unfortunately, the world is not quite done with him! 
The Fool will learn the truth of everything he’s done in this final puzzle.

The Truth Emerges

This final puzzle is similar to the Knowledges encountered before the Moon’s Map was 
restored: by selecting the seven shadowy figures a total of seventeen times in the correct 
order, a phrase will be revealed. Each time one of the shadows is chosen, they add a 
fragment to the phrase; all of the shadows have two such fragments to add, and several 
have three.

The shadows, in some order, have the following fragments:
AN, DH, FO, HE, IS, MO, OL, and T are added to the left side of the phrase.
AR, AR, D, ES, EY, N, NP, OO, and TE are added to the right side.

As a shadow’s fragments are used, it will disappear. Selecting all the fragments in the 
correct order will reveal the truth, and the Finale will proceed. 

You’ve come this far. It’s time to gather your wits and finish the Fool’s New Errand.

Good luck.
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It all ends where it began: with a Fool in the marshes...



Section 2:
ANSWERS



Answers
These assorted answers are out of order, and have been enciphered. The key to the 
cipher can be found on page 2, in the Introduction. As for the fact that they are out of 
order, you must look to the puzzle descriptions in Section 1 to discover which answer 
completes which question. 

Answer #1
Gur Jbeq bs n chmmyr vf eryngrq gb gur ynfg fragrapr bs gur chmmyr’f grkg. Gur 
yrggref bs gur znva abha va gung fragrapr fubhyq or erzbirq sebz gur anzr va gur fnzr 
fragrapr. Vs gung fragrapr vf, “Puevfgbcure sbetbg gur pvcure”, gura bapr gur yrggref 
P-V-C-U-R-E ner erzbirq sebz “Puevfgbcure”, gur erfhyg vf gur yrggref U-E-F-G-B. (Na 
U naq na E ner fgvyy cerfrag orpnhfr gurl ner bayl erzbirq bapr).

Bapr lbh unir gur erznvavat yrggref, tb gb gur Zbba’f Znc naq fryrpg gur chmmyr’f znc 
gvyr. Glcr gurfr yrggref va, naq gurl jvyy nccrne nsgre gur chmmyr’f bja anzr; gura lbh 
pna erneenatr nyy gur yrggref gb sbez n ybat Jbeq, juvpu jvyy haybpx gur chmmyr.

Answer #2
“Nal Sbby pna ghea n oyvaq rlr, ohg jub xabjf jung gur bfgevpu frrf va gur fnaq?”

Answer #3
ENAPVQ (ENQP+VA)

Answer #4
TENAQPUVYQERA (NYQEVQTR+PUA+EA)

Answer #5
A naq G.

Answer #6
JUVZCRE

Answer #7
Erzbir V, X, I gb tvir CEBJY.

Answer #8
XAHPXYR (XRA+HPXY)

Answer #9
CVYYBJPNFR (JNYYBC+PVRF)
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Answer #10
CRQVTERR (TVEQ+RCRR)

Answer #11
Ernq rnpu oybpx sebz yrsg gb evtug, sebz gur obggbz ebj gb gur gbc.

Answer #12
PBASVQRAG

Answer #13
HAYVXR (XRY+VAH)

Answer #14
VAGREYBPXVAT (PBAXYVA+EVTGR)

Answer #15
CNENQR

Answer #16
ABGRJBEGUL (UBEGBA+RGJL)

Answer #17
GUVPXRG (PUVX+RGG)

Answer #18
ARSNEVBHF (SNVE+RFBAH)

Answer #19
FYVATFUBG (TYVFGBA+FU)

Answer #20
GNPGYRFF (GNFFRY+GP)

Answer #21
AVTUGZNER

Answer #22
WNOOREJBPXL (JLPX+OBOR+WNE)
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Answer #23
CERIVRJ (JRVE+CRI)

Answer #24
NZOVTHBHF (NHTHF+OBZV)

Answer #25
PELFGNY

Answer #26
ORENGR, ERONGR, ERIREO, ERIRER, ERIREG

Answer #27
SBHEGU

Answer #28
ENINTR (NTNE+IR)

Answer #29
WVTFNJ (WNF+JVT)

Answer #30
ERIBYGVAT

Answer #31
BOWRPGVBANOYR (VNPBOOR+WRY+BAG)

Answer #32
Va beqre, sebz yrsg gb evtug:
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Answer #33

Answer #34
ABEGUJRFGJNEQ (JRAGJBEGU+NEQF)

Answer #35
PEBPURGVAT (PEVPUGBA + TR)

Answer #36
WBXRFGRE (WBFG+XRER)

Answer #37
PBAGEBIREFL (IBBEFG+PELAR)

Answer #38
INEAVFU (IENA+VUF)

Answer #39
HCPBZVAT (ZPTH+BVCA)

Answer #40
CBGRAGVNY (GVYGBA+NCR)

Answer #41
RKCYBEVAT (CEVATYR+BK)
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Answer #42

Answer #43
Gur yrggre A.

Answer #44
CVSSYR (YVSS+CR)

Answer #45
SRROYRZVAQRQYL

Answer #46
NOOERIVNGRQ (IVOONEQ+RNGR)

Answer #47
NAPVRAG (PNVAR+AG)

Answer #48
NZOVQRKGEBHFYL (BYZFGRNQ+OEV+LHK)

Answer #49
OBARLNEQ

Answer #50
Gur sbhe pbeerpg yrggref ner gubfr gung qb abg gbttyr nal bgure yrggref va gur 
chmmyr jura lbh pyvpx ba gurz. Lbh znl unir gb whzc guebhtu fbzr ubbcf gb svavfu 
jvgu bayl gubfr yrggref fryrpgrq, gubhtu.

Answer #51
INHYG
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Answer #52

Answer #53
SBEZNG, VASBEZ, ANGVBA, ABGVBA, ENGVBA

Answer #54
YNEPRAL (YRL+NAPE)

Answer #55
CNEPUZRAG

Answer #56
NOENFVBA (EVNFBA+NO)

Answer #57
PNANEL

Answer #58
FBZRGUVAT (BFGURVZ+TA)

Answer #59
QRREFXVA (FXVQ+ERAR)

Answer #60
NFFRZOYL (ZNFFRL+OY)

Answer #61
NQIVPR, PNIVGL, SVNFPB, ZBGVIR, HASNVE, JVGUVA

Answer #62
ARPXYNPR (PXRA+YNPR)
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Answer #63
PBZCYRK (ZBK+PYCR)

Answer #64
VASREANY (ANVEAR+SY)

Answer #65
FLZOBYVFZ (YBZZVF+FOL)

Answer #66

Answer #67
TNETBLYR (NETLYR+BT)

Answer #68
UBARLFHPXYR (BPXYRL+URAFH)

Answer #69 •
Fgnegvat ng gur obggbz yrsg pbeare, ernq gur yrggref va n fdhner fcveny gung zbirf 
pybpxjvfr.

Answer #70
VQRNYYL

Answer #71
FRPBAQ

Answer #72
“Vg vf orggre gb or n uhzna orvat qvffngvfsvrq guna n cvt fngvfsvrq; orggre gb or 
Fbpengrf qvffngvfsvrq guna n Sbby fngvfsvrq. Naq vs gur Sbby, be gur cvt, vf bs n 
qvssrerag bcvavba, vg vf bayl orpnhfr gurl bayl xabj gurve bja fvqr bs gur dhrfgvba.”
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Answer #73
G naq B.

Answer #74
NQINAPR (INAQR+NP)

Answer #75
BOFGVANGR (AVFORGG+BN)

Answer #76
JVPXRQYL (JVPX+YLRQ)

Answer #77
CHFUPNEG

Answer #78
ERIRNYVATYL (TENAIVYYR+RL)

Answer #79
Vs lbh gnxr gur fvatyr ynetr yrggre sebz rnpu Fpenzoyr, va beqre ol Xvatqbz, gurl fcryy 
bhg gur xrljbeq: UNYS.

Answer #80
SBERIRE (EIRRE+BS)

Answer #81
INPNAG

Answer #82
SNVETEBHAQF (TNEEVFBA+QHS)

Answer #83
PNWBYR (WRP+YBN)

Answer #84
VAPBAIRAVRAGYL

Answer #85
UVGURE, GRNFRE, JNFURE, JUVGRE, JUVGRF, JVFURE, JVGURE
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Answer #86
QBJACBHE (JBBQ+CAEH)

Answer #87
FCRPVNYGL

Answer #88
NYYRLJNL (YNJYRL+NL)

Answer #89
CEBCURPL (CREPL+CUB)

Answer #90
QVCYBZNPL (CYNL+QBZVP)

Answer #91
CERZNGHER

Answer #92
EBFRZNEL (ELZBER+NF)

Answer #93
UNVYFGBEZ

Answer #94
Erzbir Z, B, I gb tvir SYNAX.

Answer #95
PBEASVRYQ

Answer #96
Va beqre, sebz yrsg gb evtug:
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Answer #97
EBHTU

Answer #98
RANOYR, SRROYR, SRZNYR, ZRAGNY, ERAGNY

Answer #99
GUHAQREPYNC

Answer #100
SBERXABJYRQTR (ABESBYX+RRR+JQT)

Answer #101
FDHVAGVAT (DHVAGVA+TF)

Answer #102
PEVPXRG (EVPX+PRG)

Answer #103
FYVCXABG

Answer #104
R naq P.

Answer #105
CEBSVGNOYR (GRYSNVE+OBC)

Answer #106
X naq V.

Answer #107
Va beqre, sebz yrsg gb evtug:
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Answer #108
Cvpx gur svefg yrggre naq fxvc gur arkg gjb. Ernq gung yrggre naq fxvc gjb zber, naq fb 
ba. Jura lbh ernpu gur raq bs gur grkg, cvpx gur frpbaq yrggre naq fxvc gjb, va n 
fvzvyne snfuvba. Vg jvyy gnxr guerr cnffrf bs gur grkg gb trg gur pbzcyrgr zrffntr.

Answer #109
SVFUREZNA

Answer #110
PUVZCNAMRR (MNPU+VCZRAR)

Answer #111
PNAQVQNGR (GVAR+PNQQN)

Answer #112
Erzbir Z, C, I gb tvir JURNG.

Answer #113
GURNGEVPNY (NEVNU+PYGGR)

Answer #114
Va beqre, sebz yrsg gb evtug:

Answer #115
QRGNPUZRAG (ARRQUNZ+PGG)

Answer #116
GEVCYR (CRE+YVG)

Answer #117
CNLZRAG (CNLAR+ZG)
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Answer #118
PRERZBAL (ZBER+PLAR)

Answer #119 
QRPBEHZ (EBQR+ZHP)

Answer #120
ONPURYBE (YNEBPUR+O)

Answer #121
JNLYNVQ (YLQVN+JN)

Answer #122
Gur yrggre C vf pbzzba gb nyy guerr Cngpujbexf, naq rnpu Cngpujbex unf rknpgyl bar.

Answer #123
Erzbir V, C, H gb tvir NOBIR.

Answer #124
NCBPNYLCFR (LNCC+RFPNYB)

Answer #125
CNQYBPX

Answer #126
HFHNYYL

Answer #127
HAPBAIVAPVATYL

Answer #128
FCNEXYR

Answer #129
SENAXYL

Answer #130
SEHVGSHY (YVSS+HHEG)
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Answer #131
QVFTENPRSHY

Answer #132
ZVENPHYBHF (HEFHYN+ZPVB)

Answer #133
JBBQPHGGVAT (PHGGVAT+JBBQ)

Answer #134
GUVEQ

Answer #135
VZNTVANEL (VATENZ+NVL)

Answer #136
JNGREGVTUG (GUJNVGR+EGT)

Answer #137
ZVFWHQTR

Answer #138
PBHAGELFVQR

Answer #139
CREWHEL (WHE+CERL)

Answer #140
CREFBANYVGL
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